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Case Study: Rahat Cash Transfer

COVID-19 Aid Distribution at Bandipur-5 using 
Blockchain Technology

Overview

On June 13 2021, Rahat team collaborated with local communities of 

Bandipur to distribute relief  materials to beneficiaries affected by Covid-19 

through the Rahat app in Bandipur-5. Through the pilot, team Rahat was 

able to provide aid worth Rs. 76,000 to thirty-eight affected labour worker 

households including senior citizens. The pilot was conducted to distribute 

food items to 38 targeted families (approx. 200 people) who were affected 

by the lockdown. The Rahat team, in partnership with the Bandipur Tamu 

Taai Kri Taba Samaaj  has continued to explore additional ways of 

adequately supporting the affected population, to assisting grocery items  to 

the affected families through mobile based Rahat Application. 

that led to the design and piloting of a cash and voucher assistance (CVA) 

program to assist the affected families to support grocery items.

Objectives

For our COVID-19 response, 

we conducted food 

distribution using Rahat. Our 

main goals included - 

● Test both the phone 

number based and QR 

code card process 

● Use of vendor app 

scanning QR codes and 

receiving OTP

● Provide basic food 

relief package to 

COVID victims, farmer 

and senior citizens

Fig 1:  Vendor scanning QR code of beneficiary

https://rahat.esatya.io/
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Executive Summary

Rahat team carried out its fifth aid-distribution in June 2021, to test out its 

application and gain feedback from its users. The application and process were 

piloted with 38 households who were covid victim families, farmers as well as 

deprived of employment and access to nutritional food as a result of the 

nation-wide lockdown imposed by the government after the third  wave of 

COVID-19 outbroke Nepal. Single local vendor and a local organization 

facilitated the entire aid distribution process through the instructions provided 

by Rahat team. The project setup and token issuance was done within an hour 

and the time required for each complete transaction was two minutes. The 

recipients collected their commodity aid within two hours, along with the 

feedback and the vendors were reimbursed after an hour of redeeming token 

through vendor app. In this pilot project, both mobile OTP and QR code were 

used due to the problem of accessibility of mobile phones in the locality. The 

pilots also mobilized the local community members.

After the aid distribution, the local vendor shared that the Rahat app was 

convenient and  easy to use. This pilot helped to distribute goods while helping 

the beneficiaries and the vendors avoid crowds during this pandemic. Over 

90% of beneficiaries shared their satisfaction with Rahat’s aid, the entire 

distribution process, and especially the ease of not having to wait in line or 

wait for weeks to receive the aid.
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RESOURCE

Learn more about cash 
transfer process - 
https://www.econstor.
eu/bitstream/10419/19
3658/1/1067430997.pd
f

Do you Know?

Blockchain is the wider 

category of distributed 

ledger technology that 

is more transparent, 

accountable, efficient 

and secure way to 

distribute 

humanitarian aid.

https://rahat.esatya.io/
https://www.econstor.eu/bitstream/10419/193658/1/1067430997.pdf
https://www.econstor.eu/bitstream/10419/193658/1/1067430997.pdf
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Planning

The major motive of this pilot was to test the QR codes readability which could not be done due to lack 

of internet connection during our third pilot at Chitwan.

In this pilot, 21 beneficiaries were provided QR code and rest of the 17 beneficiaries used One-time 

password(OTP). During the pilot, all safety measures were followed, including best practices on 

beneficiary and vendor selection. The social mobilizer, Bandipur Tamu Taai Kri Taba Samaaj team 

allocated beneficiaries from vulnerable and low-income user labour community groups in the pilot 

project. They  also have chosen the vendor according to the ability to use the smart phones  and 

availability of quality food item along with the ease of location to collect relief items for the 

beneficiaries. 

Rahat team provided online training to both the local mobilizer and the vendor about Rahat app before 

the day of the aid distribution process.

Fig 2: QR code distributed to the beneficiaries

https://rahat.esatya.io/
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Design and Development: 

The social mobilizer, Bandipur Tamu Taai Kri Taba Samaaj worked very closely with the Rahat  team. The 

beneficiary details including beneficiaries’ phone numbers and the token amount that each beneficiary 

was to receive, was recorded in a Rahat application. The beneficiaries were informed to come with their 

registered mobile phones, to receive their allocated rahat. On the distribution day, beneficiaries were 

directed by social mobilizer with brief information about distribution process. After the short but 

informative orientation, 17 beneficiaries their registered mobile number to the vendor and verified it in 

Rahat application. After the verification, the beneficiaries received one time password(OTP) text 

messages and gave it to vendor. Vendor entered that OTP number, transferred the tokens & provided 

grocery items to beneficiaries.  In the other hand, 21 beneficiaries did not have access to mobile phone. 

So, unique QR code was used. The tokens encrypted on QR code  were distributed to the beneficiaries & 

the beneficiaries got relief  by showing  QR code  to vendors. This overall system was tracked through the 

Rahat system.

 Deployment and Implementation

During the fifth pilot, Rahat team distributed the groceries to the COVID-19 victim beneficiaries through 

the Rahat app in  Bandipur-5. Through the pilot, team Rahat was able to provide aid worth Rs. 76,000 to 

thirty-eight COVID affected households. The pilot was conducted to distribute food items to 38 targeted 

families (200 people). In addition, single local vendor  was  involved from the community through whom 

the beneficiaries could make a purchase of the goods while ensuring the funds provided were 

re-channeled into the community economy. One Time Password (OTP) was sent to the beneficiary’s 

mobile phone confirming his/her identity and mobile ownership. Once the beneficiary shared their OTP 

to vendors, the vendors got the tokens and in exchange, the vendor provided the beneficiaries with the 

allocated food materials. QR code was used for those beneficiaries who have no access to mobile. 

Beneficiaries were handed a cards with unique QR Code by social mobilizers. Then the vendors scanned 

the QR cards and transferred the assigned tokens from each beneficiary. In exchange of the tokens from 

QR cards, the vendor provide grocery items to beneficiaries. When vendor confirmed amounts, they sent 

the payment request which was  reviewed, approved, and processed  and reimbursed.

https://rahat.esatya.io/
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DID YOU KNOW?

Cash transfer 
programming can add 
value  by addressing the 
problems of lack of 
access to financial 
services and reduced 
technological and 
infrastructural capacity.

RESOURCE

Learn more about cash 
transfer process - 
https://medium.com/@d
avisjef/sikka-working-at-t
he-intersection-of-blockc
hain-and-humanitarian-in
novation-2c752332c616 

Monitoring and Evaluation

After completion of pilot Bandipur Tamu Taai Kri Taba Samaa social  

mobilizers gathered feedbacks from the beneficiaries about overall 

Rahat process. The social mobilizers filled up the feedback form 

provided by Rumsan team on behalf of beneficiaries verbal feedback to 

evaluate our process. Monitoring included survey with 38 households, 

survey with vendor, and semi-structured observations of transactions 

through the evaluation form.

 

Fig 3: Local mobilizers collecting feedbacks from beneficiaries

https://rahat.esatya.io/
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RESOURCE

Learn more about cash 
transfer process - 
https://www.calpnetwor
k.org/resources/ 

Challenges

● Some beneficiaries had problems in operating their featured phones. 

Reading OTP/SMS for folks who are not literate and not mobile friendly 

was difficult. Social mobilizers had to assist to complete the 

transaction.

● The Rahat vendor app was compatible with only smartphones with 

internet access. 

● While signing MOU with vendor, we faced difficulty to access to their 

bank account details to transfer amount relief distributed amount.

 
Lessons Learned

● Beneficiaries should be aware why and how their QR cards are unique for each of them.

● Offline vendor application would be more efficient to avoid internet barrier to distribute items.

● It will be more effective if Rahat system can include beneficiaries details.

● Social mobilizer and vendors should be informed to guide beneficiaries to read out OTP from their 

text message.

● Beneficiaries should be aware about bringing same mobile phone which they have provided to the 

local mobilizer for collecting their relief items.

https://rahat.esatya.io/
https://www.calpnetwork.org/resources/
https://www.calpnetwork.org/resources/

